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Introduction

• Background on vulnerability run rates
• Drivers for automation
• Discuss the vulnerability alert process
• Framework for automating the alert process
• Q & A
Vulnerability Run Rate *

Drivers for Automation

- Volume

- Accuracy, Consistency

- Speed

- Cost
Significant majority of vulnerability reports do not apply to us.

We spend almost as much time reviewing those reports as we do for vulnerabilities that do apply.
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Pseudocode 101

• Object Alert
  – Vendor
  – Product
  – Severity
  – Initial Rating
• Function isUsed()
• Function lookupSeverity()
• Procedure dbRecord()
• Procedure processAlert()
new Alert;
if isUsed(Alert->Product) {
    if (Alert->Severity >= HIGH_THRESHOLD) {
        dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, HIGH);
        processAlert(Alert, HIGH);
    } else if (Alert->Severity >= MODERATE_THRESHOLD) {
        dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, MODERATE);
        processAlert(Alert, MODERATE);
    } else {
        dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, LOW);
        processAlert(Alert, LOW);
    }
} else {
    dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, NA);
    processAlert(Alert, NA);
}
new Alert;
if isUsed(Alert->Product) {
    if (Alert->Severity >= lookupSeverity(Alert->Vendor, HIGH)) {
        dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, HIGH);
        processAlert(Alert, HIGH);
    } else if (Alert->Severity >= lookupSeverity(Alert->Vendor, MODERATE)) {
        dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, MODERATE);
        processAlert(Alert, MODERATE);
    } else {
        dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, LOW);
        processAlert(Alert, LOW);
    }
} else {
    dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, NA);
    dbRecord(Alert->InitialRating, NA);
    processAlert(Alert, NA);
}

Extra Credit: If your alert service/process offers updates, this process can be extended to cover that capability
Report Card

The automation of vulnerability assessment:

• Puts alert info in hands of engineers quicker
• Reduces number of assessment “re-rates”
• Results in less time spent reviewing data
• Implementation cost was negligible
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